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eQuotes is an item view app. Eligeo created a

“workspace template” which is a folder of

boards that have the outline and structure

needed to get started with eQuotes. We

suggest you use this template, especially if you

are a new user.

Once installed, you need to select a board that

will house all your products. Only one product

board can be used at a time. You can select

from pre-existing boards or create a new one.

If you hit Auto-Generate Product Board, 

a templated board will be added to the bottom

of your workspace list.

eQuotes requires a board to store templates

to be used when downloading quotes.
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INSTALLATION
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Templates need to be in Word Doc format to map information from the board. There are

10 column types that cannot be mapped: Location, Progress Bar, Auto Number, Item ID,

Last Updated, Creation Log, Formula, and Files.

Products that are being pulled from the product board need to be formatted as they are

on the example templates: ${product_name}. The underscore is required to map the

information from the product board.

TEMPLATES 101

To map a column onto a template you need to

format it as such: ${column name}. The name

of the item is always ${name}.

To have Total, Cost, Discount, or Subtotal

show up on the templates you need to map

the column names by choosing them in

settings and be sure the quote has been saved.



If a user changes their mind and wants to select a different product or template board,

use the Clear Settings button to do so.

MAKING CHANGES
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 Quotes can be downloaded as .docs or .pdf files.

In the settings area, you can select if you want to

see which fields are being carried to your quote and

which number columns coordinate with which area.

This is also where you can select the currency type

you would like to use.

HOW TO SAVE AND
SEND QUOTES

In the settings area, you need to be sure you have a Files column

if you want your download to be saved automatically.

Once you hit Generate, a file will be downloaded and

automatically saved to the files column. Any reiterations will

swap out the old version and save the new version. 



 Quotes can be sent in a link 

In the settings area, you need to be sure you have a link column if you want your

download to be saved automatically.
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USING EQUOTES
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Only one user from each account can be on the Eligeo app portal. If an error message is

received it is most likely because an alternate user is attempting to add and connect an

app to the account. 

We are currently reworking the workflow for this process but if error requests are received the

account associated with the app portal will need to be reset so another user can access it.
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